SPEAKER AND MEDIA KIT

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Travelable, founded in 2018 by Sarah Marshall, is a fullservice travel agency committed to making the world
accessible, one extraordinary vacation at a time. Our
agents know exactly what it’s like to travel the globe
with autism, feeding tubes, oxygen, ADHD, sensory
processing disorder and so many other challenges.
We will draw on this extensive travel experience to
show you what’s possible for your family. As certified
Autism Travel Professionals and Accessible Travel
Advocates, we will support you through the entire travel
planning process, guiding you to the destinations and
properties we know can support your family.

Sarah Marshall

In 2019-2020, TravelAble served 72 families with
international and domestic vacations.

CEO / Accessible Adventure Advisor

We are destination experts: We have lived
in Europe, the Middle East, and the US, so
we are experts in finding the places locals
go! We are also certified specialists in
Australia, Hawaii, and so many more!

We are experienced and customized: Tell
us about your family’s unique needs and
requirements. We’ll work together to make
your trip fit your family perfectly!

REACH

SOCIAL STATS
Facebook

784

YouTube

1,500
views

We get you: We understand your anxieties,
your fears, and your desires for a successful
trip. Let us use our experience to make the
trip extraordinary.

Instagram

257

Webpage
views/mo:

1,194

Email
subscribers:

480

ABOUT SARAH

SALES FIGURES

Sarah Marshall, autism mom and trained travel
professional, is the founder of TravelAble.

As COVID-19 affected the global travel industry in
2020, it is hard to judge sales figures, but based on
what I sold, here are my sales figures to date:

In 2009, her journey was redefined by the very
premature birth of her son while stationed in the
Middle East. This experience, and the subsequent
navigation through medical and cognitive diagnoses
and challenges, taught her and her family first-hand
the trials and tribulations of traveling while caring for
their son. From that first adventure, her family never
stopped exploring the world. And after many trips
where tears turned to smiles, she set out on a mission
to give every family, regardless of need, a chance to
experience this kind of transformation through custom
designed extraordinary vacations!
She is also a sought-after speaker on autism adventure,
presenting around the country on her secrets to travel
success. In 2020, she will be presenting in Los Angeles,
Chicago, and Phoenix at the Abilities Expo, a national
disability resource expo. She also gives pro bono
presentations to societies, therapy centers, parent
universities, and other community gatherings, and has
a partnership with the ALS Association of WI, IL, and
the Autism Hero Project.
She currently holds specialization as a Certified Autism
Travel Professional (IBCCES) and Certified Accessible
Travel Advocate (SNG). She is also a proud member of
Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), the
American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA) and the
Family Travel Association (FTA).

PARTNERSHIPS
Airtime Watertime

• Jun – Dec 2018

$15, 652.48

• Jan – Dec 2019

$57, 443.42

• Jan – Dec 2020

$104, 285.34

Our 2020 plans include expanding our agent base to amplify our
sales numbers for 2021.

“I met Sarah at an Abilities Expo in Chicago. I
could tell right away she had a passion for
helping people with disabilities. So, when it
came time for me and my family to plan a trip, I
knew right away who I needed to call. Sarah
did an amazing amount of pre-work. She
listened to my concerns and put together a
great trip tailored to my needs. During the trip,
she was always available and responsive to us
when we ran into questions or concerns. Her
contacts were great and transitions seamless.
We had a fantastic trip! Thank you, Sarah!”
Gallagher Family
Mediterranean Cruise + Italy
October 2019

CONTACT DETAILS
Sarah Marshall

Abilities Expo

CEO

AdvenChair

E: sarah@travelablevacations.com

ALS Association of IL and WI

P: +1 (855) 500-3440

